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The Banned Books Display is located near the help desk.
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On the fourth floor of
Cooper Library, this year's
Banned
Books
display
resides behind stripes of
bright yellow caution tape.
The display features books
that have been banned or
challenged throughout the
years in the United States for
various reasons. According
ro the library's website,
its purpose is to celebrate
freedom of expression.
Library
technical
assistant Maggie Smith, with
help from library specialists
Cassie Thomas and Joanna
Wiley, put together the
display. "It has been quite
popular," said Smith.
Molly Nielsen, a senior
biological sciences major,
described a once-banned
book: "Crank" by Ellen
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Hopkins. The novel is about
a straight-A honor roll high
school student who becomes
addicted to the drug "crank"
during a three-week visit ro
her absentee father's house.
"It's very descriptive of her
escapades of going through
life from a drug-user,
drug-addict perspective ... it
was a very intense, emotional
book," Nielsen said. The
events of the book are based
on the author's daughter's
addiction to crystal meth,
which led to the ban of the
book in many locations.
Of the banned books
on display right now, Smith
recommends that students
read "TTYL," a New York
Times bestselling young
adult novel by Lauren
Myracle. "It is a relatable
story with a unique format
- the entire work is told
through instant messages

sent between three teens that
are facing a variety of issues
in their personal and social
lives," said Smith. According
to an interview with the
author, Myracle attributes
the potential bans of her
book to the discussions
of female sexuality and
the language that "jumps
out at you" because of the
instant messaging format of
the novel.
The
exhibit
also
includes graphic novels and
picture books, such as "And
Tango Makes Three" by
Justin Richardson and Peter
Parnell, based on the true
story of two male penguins
in New York's Central Park
Zoo. It was banned after
complaints of being anti
family, unsuited for its
intended age group and
"promoting the homosexual
agenda." In 2014 it ranked

PATRICIA BATTERS MEXICO
Rowan Lynam

Online Content Director
With winds clocked
at over 20 mph faster than
Hurricane Katrina, former
hurricane
and
current
tropical
storm
Patricia
became
the
strongest
storm ever recorded. The
unprecedented storm formed
and dissipated in a matter of
four days, making landfall
Oct. 22 and dropping from
a Category 5 hurricane to a
low-re!Ilnant tropical storm
in just 21 hours.
This stands sharply
at odds with Hurricane
Joaquin, which stalled over
the Bahamas for several days,
causing 85 percent of homes
in a settlement on Crooked
Island to be destroyed. This
system was also responsible
for the "historic" flooding
experienced
in
South
Carolina, where upwards
of 24 inches of water fell
in the Lowcountry and
Piedmont areas.
Both
hurricanes
experienced rapid growth,
with Patricia growing beyond
Category 5 in less than a day

and Joaquin increasing in
strength rapidly to Category
4 over the course of only 40
hours. This is due, in part,
to the excess of warm water
found in the top layer of
ocean water, which is drawn
in by the storm as it grows.
According to
Kerry
Emanuel, an atmospheric
scientist
with
MIT,
hurricanes "churn up cold
water" below the top layer
of warm water, which causes
them to lessen in strength.
Recently,
however,
the
amount of warm water has
grown much larger there
than usual, resulting in "a
record number of category
4 and 5 hurricanes in the
Northern Hemisphere, and
it is the consistent consensus
that warming is contributing
to the intensity of storms. We
expect the frequency of high
intensity events to increase."
Though
stronger
than Hurricane Katrina,
Patricia did less damage
than anticipated. The storm
made landfall in a relatively
unpopulated
area,
and
though it caused intense
flooding and poses the risk

for mudslides, there have
been no casualties reported
so far. This is in direct
contrast to the weather
patterns caused by Hurricane
Joaquin, which resulted in
the submerging of 70 percent
of the Crooked Islands in the
Bahamas, the destruction
of a Bahamas Electricity
Corporation, causing 50,000
gallons of fuel to leak into
the ground, the sinking of
cargo ship el Faro and severe
flooding throughout the
Southeast which resulted in
17 deaths.
While
both
storms
have
strengthened
with
unprecedented speed, the
mountain range surrounding
the
sparsely
populated
Mexican-Pacific coast led
to a reduced amount of
damage. Fears of landslides
still abound and over 8,650
acres of land have been
affected by the storm, many
of them used for banana and
papaya crops, though major
news outlets have reported
"minimal damage."
The Bahamas, however,
sustained
much
more
damage. Several hundred
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third on the American
Library Association's list of
frequently challenged books.
As a new addition to
this year's display, certain
works discuss the issue
of censorship, such as
"Burn this Book: PEN
Writers Speak out on the
Power of the Word,"
a
collection of essays about
censorship and the power
of literature, edited by
Toni Morrison; and the
2014 edition of " Banned
Books:
Challenging our
Freedom
to
Read"
by
Robert P. Doyle, which
focuses on censorship and
freedom
of
expression
in America.
The books will be
on display for the rest of
the month . Next month's
book display will center
on
American
Indian
heritage, according to Smith.

YE ON THE

STORM

people were forced
to
evacuate, and many were
without drinking water for
several days while awaiting
aid supplies. In the Southeast,
the extreme weather caused
severe structural damage that
resulted in the breaching
of multiple dams in the
Columbia area and the heavy
damage to interstate 95,
which led to closures of over
a week.
Patricia's coastal impact
is still being felt, as residents
describe waves crashing into
hotels, taking away beach
from the foundation and
winds that toppled trees
and telephone poles. The
mud and landslides reported
throughout the area have
made relief efforts slow, and
the President of Mexico,
Pefia Nieto, has requested
that residents remain indoors
and on alert for the time
being. In much the same
way, it took the Lowcountry
several weeks to return to
normal working order, as
the effects from the extreme
rainfall ranged from road
damage to the closure of
downtown Charleston.

. 21 -

Patricia named as
opical storm

OCT. 22 -

Patricia reaches
Category 4

OCT. 23 -

Patricia reaches
Category 5

OCT. 23 -

Patricia hits Mexico as
the strongest Pacific storm ever

OCT. 24 -

Patricia weakens to a
tropical depression
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ORGA NIZA TION of the WEE K
CLEMSON GEOGRAPHIC SOCIETY
Interview by Daniel Kennedy// Copy Editor
The Clemson Geographical Society is an undergraduate student
organization dedica_ted to providing its members with a forum in
which students can explore the field of geography through both
academic and practical applications. They meet biweekly in Hardin
Hall, Room 101. Led by student William Rice and advised by
Professor Lance Howard, they can be contacted at wlrice@demson.
edu and lhoward@clemson.edu respectively.

WR: We meet every other Wednesday in Hardin 101 at 7 :30 p.m. The

DK: Gm you give me a briefoverview ofthe Geographic Society?

next meeting is Nov. 4.

WR: We summariz.ed this well in our first email ofthe year, stated below:
Geographic Society, Clemsons most elite non-elitist organization. For
those ofyou who are new, were an organizatwn that has a brief, albeit
storied, history littered with Natiomd Park adventures, Film Festivals
and meeting, with Administrators (more information may be obtained
about this last item at thefirst meeting ... so be there). In general, we are
charged with the very basic task ofkeeping the planet and our campus
awesome, and enlightening those who share a different, generally smellier/
louder definition ofawesome. Ifyou like travelling, adventurefilms, grassy
folds, storytellers, clean air, goats, general inspiration, and/or homemade
biscottiyou will like us.
In general, we are concerned with cultural, environmental and
cartographic issues affecting the planet, and how those issues are
reflected in Clemson itsel£

DK:Whatare some ofthe core goals and values ofyourorgan.u.ation?

WR:

Our dub motto is "Land Granted, Land Enchanted." Clemson
is a land grant university, and we love to celebrate the geography of
campus and sacred stories that are intrinsic to this land, whether that
be Cherokee settlement or Football Saturdays.

DK: When and were does your the Geographic Society meet?
please recycle THE
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DK:What are some challenges that your group has faced in the pasd

WR: We just started last year, so we're currently dealing with the issues of
growing membership. We are still figuring out who we are.
DK: What's something people might find surprising about your
organ.u.ation?

WR:

We host AMAZING events. Last year we volunteered at Carl
Sandburg National Historic Site on National Public Lands Day, hosted
the Royalty-Free Adventure Film Festival, and had a super-successful
screening of DamNarion. So far this year we Adopted-A-Stream in an
urban area ofAsheville, are hosting another film festival and are helping
to raise watershed awareness on campus.

DK: Are there any upcoming events on or around campus that the
Geographic Society is participating in or hosting?

WR: On the

Nov. 11 we will be hosting the Royalty-Free Cultural Film
Festival at 7:30 p.m. in Hardin 101. Any organizations interested in
panicipated should email me. The important detail is that they don't
have to make the film, they can submit a related, existing film.

First Copy Free
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IN
YOUR
DEFENSE:
Hapki,do martial arts classes efferedfor students
Sara Stamatiades
Head Copy Editor
Clemson's
Hapkido
Club hosts a series of classes
throughout the semester, with
one taking place, Oct. 22 at
6:30 p.m. According to Dr.
Kelly Smith, an instructor of
the martial art, "Hapkido is
an eclectic art, drawing from
both Japanese aikijujitsu and
traditional Korean striking arts."
As described on the Clemson
events website, hapkido "mixes
kicks, punches, joint locks,
throws and grappling into
a truly comprehensive self
defense system."
The class instructors study
under Grand Master Gedo
Chang, who after learning
from his father, a Buddist
monk, practiced meditation
in addition to phsyical skills.
Dr. David Tonkyn, the lead
instructor since 1994, said,
"We continue that teaching
style to emphasize self
discipline, with benefits beyond
just self-defense."
Sophomore food science
and technology major Melinda
Russell had not heard ofhapkido
before but said, "I think taking
a class on self-defense would

be really beneficial. It's always
a good idea to be prepared. I
know I would feel safe when I
have to walk around outside at
night by myself if I knew some
self-defense skills."
Although he recognizes
the imponance of self-defense,
Dr. Tonkyn said, "The real
benefits are in the sense of
confidence and self-control that
we develop, as do other martial
arts on campus, that benefit
practitioners in all avenues of
their lives."
Junior
environmental
and narural rescources major
Alison Cercy said in regards to
the topic, "We could all benefit
from attending even one class,
and just thinking and being
aware so we are not blindsided
should a situation arise where
you or your friend really need
self-defense." Cercy added that
she feels Clemson students
have underutilired such classes
and encourages both men and
women on campus to learn the
martial art.
Rylan Terry, a graduate
student in the chemistry
department and member of the
hapkido club, said, "Hapkido
has personally provided an
excellent way to reduce stress

during the week and is also good
exercise. It has also helped me
become more disciplined and
has led to the formation of new
friendsips outside of the class."
Dr. Smith invites "anyone
with a sincere interest" to attend
these classes, emphasizing rhat
no prior experience is necessary.
He said, "Hapkido teaches you
how to neutralize an opponent
efficiently, whether this means
kicking him in the shins or
dislocating his shoulder. That
being said, we also try to teach
people to apply minimal force
to control a situation." When
asked what he would like to
say to the Clemson campus,
Smith said, "We'd love to have
anyone interested come check
out a practice and see what
they think! In particular, we
encourage women who want
to learn to defend themselves
to give it a try - you will
quickly learn that confidence
and training trumps size
and testosterone."
The Hapkido Club meets
on Tuesdays and Thursdays
at 6:30-7:30 p.m. in the
Fike mat room. Drop-ins are
welcome, and all participants
should
wear
loose-fitting,
comfortable clothes.

Richard Melton
Contributor

a

question of their origin.
For example, if
snakes came from a marine
environment
one
would
expect certain adaptations
to have arisen. These types
of adaptations are absent
in this fossil which would
suggest modern adaptations
to marine life came later
in the evolutionary history
of snakes.

fossil found in Brazil earlier
this year, may provide some
answers to this creature's
ongm. Described in the
journal "Science," the fossil
shows a snake with four legs,
making it the first of its kind
as most snake fossils only
have two legs. This fossil
helps scientists understand
how legless-ness evolved and
supports an evolutionary link
between snakes and lizards.
One of the primary
debates about the evolutionary
history of snakes concerns
their original habitat. The
two most popular theories
are of a marine origin or an
underground ongm. This
fossil sheds light on the

also
helps
explain
the
function of the fossil legs.
Since snakes have developed
various forms of movement
without appendages,
the
fossil legs were probably not
used for locomotion. In fact,
the researchers who examined
the fossil think that the limbs
were probably used to hold
prey rather than for moving.
This would mean that snakes
eventually lost the need to grip
prey, perhaps as they became
better adapted to grasp with
their elongated bodies, as do
modern constrictors. Another
discovery was the presence of
vertebrae in the body cavity,
implying that Tetrapodophis

Snakes are one of the
most diverse animal groups
on the planet, in both the
number of species and variety
of habitats in which they
live. However, little is known
about how this legless reptile
evolved into what it is today.

Tetrapodophis

The Hunter's Moon this Tuesday is a much anticipated astrological event.

A Walk in the Moonlight

amplectus,

Tetrapodophis amplectus

amplectus preyed on other
vertebrates, a characteristic
common in modern snakes.
This
observation
gives
scientists further insight into
what point in the evolution
of snakes this hunger for
vertebrates began.
Overall the fossil of
Tetrapodophis amplectus is an
extremely important find for
evolutionary biologists. It
helps answer many questions
about
the
evolutionary
history of snakes by showing
the direct link between lizards
and snakes, a link that had
yet to be represented in the
fossil record. Additionally,

Tetrapodophis

amplectus

gives scientists insight into
how early snakes behaved,
such as how they hunted,
moved and what they ate,
and begins to explain many
of the characteristics of
modern
snakes. Though
there
are
many
more
questions to be answered,
this fossil is an important
step in understanding the
evolutionary history of our
legless friends.

Hunter's Moon Hike hosted this Tuesday
Kelly Colwell
Asst. News Editor
The Hunter's Moon Hike
will be lead by James Wilkins,
rhe education and resource
coordinator for the South
Carolina Botanical Garden and
Clemson Experimental Forest, on
Tuesday, Oct. 27 from 7 to 8:30
p.m., staning at rhe Discovery
Center. The cost is $10 per family
and free for members of rhe
Discovery Center and volunteers.
The Full Moon Hikes
rerurned last month, and rhough
rhe group was unable to see rhe
moon due to rhe cloud cover,
rhey reponed that rhey had fun
anyway. The Full Moon Hikes
had previously been popular, wirh
sometimes more than 50 people
participating. The goal ofrhe hike
is to get people in rhe Garden to
see the nature that comes out
. when rhe sun goes down.
Wilkins said, "After all, ifwe
are only outside during the day,
we are missing out on roughly
50 percent ofwhat it can offer us.

The walk is a sensory experience,
and I like to do a lesson, game or
activity on: vision at night [rods
and cones, color vision at night,
etc], listening, animal adaptations
and so on."
The hike will host certain
animals rhat can be heard such as
crickets, cicadas, katydids, frogs,
toads and owls. According to
Wilkins, "This time ofyear, owls
can be territorial and making lots
of calls. Students are guaranteed
to hear rhe resident barred owls
doing rheir rhing, and maybe
even eastern screech owls and
great horned owls as well. I
always see some bats when I'm at
the garden at dusk as well."
Aside from observing
rhe narure on rhe hike, Native
American stories will be told,
especially Cherokee stories since
they once lived on this land,
and orher legends penaining
to the particular lunar monrh.
Although true night hikes and
star gazing are usually best wirh
less moon, "seeing rhe full moon
rise over rhe trees from the high

point in our Piedmont Prairie or
on rhe back side ofrhe arboretum
is hard to beat," said Wilkins.
Computer science graduate
student Saurabh Hindlekar
rhought a night hike would
be more fun because "you can
see stars if it's not cloudy." He
hasn't been to rhe Botanical
Garden yet, but would like
to go, because, "The place
where I come from, they have
a botanical garden there ... it's a
beautiful place."
Elementary
education
sophomore Sydney Fossing said
she has only been to rhe South
Carolina Botanical Gardens
once but would like to go again
on her own. She is interested in
attending a night hike because,
"That sounds really cool."
For anyone interested in
attending rhe event, flashlights
are not needed, but shoes and
appropriate clothing for walking
in the woods are necessary. To
sign up, students should visit rhe
Full Moon Hike entry on rhe
Clemson events calendar online.

Check out the vibrant colors of autwnn in the upstate on your next hike.
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Justin Lee Campbell
Columnist

Sex is one of the most
primal interaction among
human beings. In more ways
than one, an exchange occurs.
As our mode of reproduction,
it is the original reciprocal
relationship. We've all taken a
biology course, so there's no
need to cover the procreation
part. (If there is, please go
buy a book or learn what the
Internet is.) However, a crash
course in a few principles of
recreational sex for the guys
could do Clemson's campus
some good.
The first principle of
every type of sex is consent.
Consensual sex requires that
all parties must freely agree to
any sexual activity that occurs
and have the right to say "no"
to anything at anytime. This
should go without saying,
but the problem of sexual
assault on college campuses
cannot be overstated. Citing
a recently released survey by
the Association of American

Universities, The Washington
Post reported that "More
than 20 percent of female
undergraduates at an array
of prominent universities
said this year that they were
victims of sexual assault and
misconduct." That number
is unacceptable. The only
acceptable number is zero.
Recreational sex is supposed to
be fun - not forced.
With that said, the
purpose
of
recreational
sex is pleasure. Whether
in a committed romantic
relationship or a more relaxed
casual arrangement, sex for

pleasure is a physical, emotional
and mental experience of
existential euphoria. So far,
I'm exceedingly confident that
all guys are with me on this.
Sex feels good! But what if I
throw the phrase "mutually
pleasurable"
out
there?
Should recreational sex be
pleasurable for all involved, or
is it just every man and woman
for themselves?
The second principle
of recreational sex is mutual
enjoyment. This is where
reciprocity enters the pleasure
picture. Basically, give back
what you put in (no pun

intended whatsoever). Sexual
selfishness robs both you and
your partner of a potentially
mind-blowing time. Instead
of focusing on getting off so
you can get out, pay more
attention to their needs, wants
and desires.
If you're one of those
guys who doesn't perform
cunnilingus because "it's gross"
or you "just don't do that,"
then you need to get your shit
together, buy a handbook and
go down south. Additionally,
sex doesn't have to end afrer the
male orgasm. The refractory
period does not render you a
non-functioning human being
in a post-orgasmic coma, so do
something else!
If you're unsure what
her needs, wants, and desires
are, here's a trick. You see,
there are these things called
"questions" that you can
ask; most likely, she'll speak
and give responses, which
are called "answers." These
"questions" and "answers"
are part of a bigger thing
called "communication." The

third principle of recreational
sex is communicating with
intent. Honest and purposeful
communication is essential
to a mutually satisfying
sexual relationship.
Unfortunately, we all sort
of suck at it (no pun intended,
I swear). Maybe the reason is
that sex is still a taboo subject
in 2015 or that partners are
afraid to share their fetishes.
Regardless, talking to one
another inside and outside
of the bedroom can make a
significantly positive difference
in a sexual relationship. The
key is intention. Ask the
question so that you can know
the answer in order to be a
better lover. Also, don't forget
to listen, Romeo. That's kind
of important.
The point is to let her
enjoyment be your enjoyment.
Slow it down. Pay attention.
Learri some new tricks. Talk.
They say that giving is better
than receiving, but do you
know what's better than
giving? Giving and receiving at
the same time!
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EPISODE VII:
THE RACISM
Matthew Stapleton

News Editor

F

irst off, for those of you
who haven't seen the
new "Star Wars" trailer,
please go and watch it it's important to not only
understand this article, but also
because it's a really good trailer.
#BoycottStarWars VII
originally started as a joke
from some of the internet
trolls on 4chan as a way to
elicit a response from some of
the more racist members of the
"Star w,
· Th ese
wars" commumty.
fans feel that the new film
strays from the "white culture"
that supposedly runs through
the series. Unfortunately for
the public (and fortunately
for the trolls, I guess) ,
Twitter took up this hashtag,
introducing another way to
express racism while retaining
anonymity, decided to go afrer
the African-British star of the
film, John Boyega.
In a way, we've seen this
sort of reaction to a colorblind
casting before two key
examples in recent media are
Rue from the first "Hunger
Games" film and the Human
Torch from the most recent
"Fantastic Four" movie, both
of which garnered large outcry
from portions of the fanbase.
There are two subgroups
among these fans those
who feel the diverse casting is
an attempt to satisfy liberals
and activists and those who
feel that the casting is an attack
on "white pride." Of these,
the latter really does not make
much sense.

I
I

II

There's no way to defend
the inherent racism behind
the notion that an actor is
wrong for a role entirely due
to the color of their skin. There
have absolutely been actors of
African descent in "Star Wars"
films before - remember Mace
Windu (Samuel L. Jackson)
and his purple lightsaber?
Maybe because of Jackson's
prestige as an American actor,
the controversy didn't follow
him, but Boyega definitely
doesn't deserve the backlash,
especially when he's so excited
to be a part of the film.
Plus, it's not like the rest
of the cast won't represent the
supposed "white culture" these
finicky fans are clamoring for.
Harrison Ford is definitely
going to be a huge part of the
film if we are to believe the
trailers (plus, come on, it's
Han Solo), and there's also a
Caucaisan female lead, Rey,
who will played by Daisy
Ridley. There really is nothing
behind these remarks Twitter
beyond their need to express
racism in a public forum. It's
not likely that this boycott
will have any effect on ticket
sales, which are already at
record numbers.
In my opinion, Boyega
is a perfect choice to represent
a First Order Stormtrooper
who has been chosen by the
Force to become a new post
Death Star Jedi. Not only is
he contributing much-needed
diversity to a film series that
hasn't been in theaters for
almost ten years, but he's also
a strong young talent who
can help lead J.J. Abrams'
newest project.

Whether it's the rolling
hills or the fall Saturdays in
Death Valley, the beautiful
hikes or delicious restaurants,
Clemson's
atmosphere
is
beyond impressive. From
the moment you make your
first cross-campus trek as a
freshman, to your final walk
across the stage as a senior,
the statement, "There is
something in these hills,"
is more evident than you
could have ever imagined.
We are, as Drake says, "way
up, and [we] feel blessed."
Yet, as a junior here at this
amazing university, the most
personally impacting aspect
of Clemson's campus are its
Christian establishments.
Whether
you
are
Christian or not, it is hard
to argue against the value of
having a group surround you
and motivate you to reach
greater heights and continue
on when the journey gets a
little more difficult than you
were prepared for. I can say,
without question, that these
groups are the reason I am
who I am today. When I was
lonely and missed home, the
friendships I made in these
organizations reminded me
of the fact that much greater
things are ahead of me. When
I was afraid and fearful of
the future, these groups
immersed me in prayer. The
most influential group in

my life and arguably across
campus has been Clemson's
revered FCA.
'
With a regular attendance
of anywhere from 300-3,000
students each Thursday, this
organization has stood as a
pillar of God's faithfulness to
this campus and this world
for over sixty years. Bringing
speakers from across the world
weekly, the group's platform of
encouraging and promoting
Jesus here in Clemson has
only expanded to include
other parts of the nation and
world over the years.
It
yields
several
opportunities to serve the
community, in this nation and
around the world. Students
volunteer each week to ensure
a successful production of the
service and/or greet at the
doors, as well as reach out to
international students. FCA
even promotes Christ's love in
downtown Clemson at night,
proving that you can serve
in any capacity. Additionally,
each spring break, Clemson
FCA takes a trip to a popular
city in America. Students
spend their week partnered
with local churches and
organizations to serve and
bring hope to hopeless
places. In recent years,
Clemson FCA has ventured
to New Orleans, Cincinnati
and Indianapolis.
Most exciting, however,
is Clemson FCA's yearly
international trip of around
15 students during Christmas

break. This year, Clemson
FCA will be journeying to
Jinga, Uganda.
In 1971, Colonel !di
Amin seized Uganda. Under
his regime, an estimated
300,000
Ugandans
were
killed in his ethnic cleansing
campaign. After Amin was
removed from power, the
violence did not stop, as
guerilla campaigns in parts
of northern Uganda resulted
in the deaths of countless
civilians and displaced almost
1.5 million people.
In addition to the
political upheaval of the
region, Uganda is a victim of
the AIDS epidemic as well
as a deficiency in Vitamin A
among children which causes
blindness. An estimated 90 of
over 1,000 Ugandan children
will not live past five years.
Clemson's FCA aims
to provide more than just
monetary aid, which the U.S.
government provides several
underdeveloped
African
nations. Instead, this effort
will place feet on the ground,
hands at work and a private
sacrifice of time and money in
order to meet needs and change
lives forever.
As one of the 15 students
selected to embark on this
adventure to Uganda, I
feel humbled to represent
an organization that has
so thoroughly changed me
forever. I believe that God is
working through this ministry
to change the world.
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Head Coach Daho Swinney celebrates after win against Boston College on homecoming weekend.The Tigers won again versus Miami, giving the Hurricanes their worst loss in school history.

Jack O'Reilly

more emphatically than America
did the space-race, the week
nine coaches poll had Clemson
at number six. Again. Even
though Utah lost and dropped
out of the top five. Michigan
State, thanks to its non-blowout
vicrory over Indiana, moved
up to number five instead of
Clemson. Clemson is now the
only team in the top ten ro beat
another rop ten team, Notre
Dame, and after beating Miami
by 58 points, they're jumped
by Michigan State. What more
can Clemson do? Could a

58-0. Clemson scored eight
touchdowns despite their star
quarterback, Deshaun Watson,
throwing for less than 150 yards
and playing for less than 3 5
minutes. Clemson beat Miami
so badly, Miami fired their
coach on Sunday.
There are three key
takeaways from the game. First,
Clemson is really, really good.
Second, Miami is struggling
at near biblical levels. Third,
Clemson cannot do anything to
gain respect from FBS coaches.
Despite winning that game

Senior Staff Writer
The University of Miami
has been playing football for
90 years. In that time, they've
won five national and nine
conference titles, had two
Heisman winners and formed
a national fan base devoted to
the rough-edged but talented
members of "The U." Last
Saturday, Clemson football
beat them more dramatically
and emphatically than anybody
ever had before, winning

Clemson's
Cole Little

Columnist
The Tigers' bone-crushing
defeat of the Miami Hurricanes
on Saturday, 5 8-0, gained
national attention due to the
lowly depths that Miami football,
formerly one of the nation's
best programs, has fallen to.
However, perhaps the majority
of the national attention should
have been dedicated to the utter
perfection of Clemson's offense
on the day, particularly in the
rushing department.
Clemson outgained Miami
567 to 146 in total yardage, which
is not surprising considering the
final score, but the 4 I 6 to53
advantage in rushing yardage
by the Tigers is cause enough
for acknowledgment. In the
offseason, the Tigers' critics
questioned how
Clemson's
offense would hold up in the
wake of offensive coordinator
and guru Chad Morris leaving
to take the SMU head coaching
job, but yesterday's performance
put to rest any consternation
involving
Clemson's
offensive prowess.
Coming off of major knee
surgery, quarterback Deshaun

for a while now, but entering
Saturday, Golden might as well
have been sitting on a Bunsen
burner. With that being said,
it was almost a given that the
Hurricanes would step up for
their coach, who has never
defeated a top-25 team in his
tenure at The U, but Clemson's
offense was just too fast and too
smooth for the Canes. It seemed
inevitable that the Tigers would
fall victim to a team hungry for
a quality win, but Clemson put
the ball into the end wne on
three lengthy drives in the first
quarter, quelling any notions of a
Tiger letdown.
From there, it was complete
and total dominance from
Clemson, solidifying the Tigers as
legitimate national championship
contenders. Of course, taking
it one game at a time is the
approach that the team chooses
to practice, but as a viewer, it
is difficult not to have visions
of grandeur for this team. One
would be hard-pressed to argue
against
Clemson
having
the
best
and
brightest
offense in the country, and
that offense has the Tigers
steadily progressing along the
arduous path to the College
Football Playoff.

-j-

Running Back Wayne Gallman (9) runs the ball against Appalachian State on Sept. 12, 2015.
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of offense on them. The point
of all this is: Clemson is really,
really good this year. Watson
has found his groove, Wayne
Gallman is demolishing people
and our defense is making
grown men look inconceivably
bad at football. Coach Swinney
has recruited at an elite level for
several years and it's showing.
Clemson,
despite
having
precious little national respect
right now, could very well be the
number one team in the country
when it matters: the end of
tl1e season.

TIGERS CLAW TO N0.3

AP
TOP 10

BAYLOR UNIVERSITY

I 46. ESPN's quarterback rating
algorithm, QBR, calculated
Watson's rating at 98.6 while
Miami's Malik Rosier's was a
0.8. A QBR of 50 is average,
I 00 is perfect and zero is almost
inconceivably bad.
Dominating
their
opponents is becoming a theme
for Clemson. Georgia Tech beat
FSU Saturday night 22-16. We
beat Georgia Tech 43-24. Boston
College had had the number
one defense in America when
they came into Death Valley.
Clemson ran up over 500 yards

ense among the elite

o

Watson
needed
Clemson's
running game to take some ofthe
pressure off of him this year, and
running back Wayne Gallman
has done his fair share ofrelieving
said pressure. Yesterday, Gallman
gained 118 yards on the ground,
his fourth time eclipsing 100
yards this season, and was a major
factor in Clemson's thrashing of
the Canes. In addition, Watson
had a season high in rushing
yardage, gaining 98 yards.
Clemson's offense has
gradually improved each week
this season, proving that the
offensive schematics set forth by
new co-offensive coordinators
Tony Elliott and Jeff Scott only
required alittle time to successfully
fit the mold left behind by
Morris.
With a plethora ofweapons,
Clemson's offensive play-calling
options are virtually limitless.
Not many teams in college
football have four running backs
who contribute practically every
game, but Clemson does. Not
many teams in college football
could lose a potential first
round draft pick wideout (Mike
Williams) and not lose a step
offensively, but Clemson did.
Miami Head Coach Al
Golden has been on the hot seat

13-0 Clemson team not make
the playoff? Alabama, which
already lost to a Chad Kelly
led, two-loss Mississippi, is only
one spot behind Clemson. It's
entirely possible.
That said, the playoff
rankings aren't for a couple more
weeks and many things could
change for Clemson by then.
Let's not put a damper on this
insanely dominant performance
by the Tigers. The stat line looks
like a video game. First downs:
Clemson 31 - Miami 6. Total
yards: Clemson 567 - Miami

#4
LSU

Afrer handing tlie Miami
Hurricanes tlieir worst loss in
prograni history, the Clemson
Tigers have made quite tlie
impression nationally. Coming
in at No. 3 in tlie AP Top
25 poll, the Tigers have a
legitimate chance at a College
Football Playoff berm. Only
Ohio State and Baylor rank
ahead of Clemson, earning
39 and seven fuse-place votes
respectively. The Tigers accrued
six first place votes, surpassing
Utah, TCU and LSU.
Additionally, with conference
rival Florida State falling to
unranked Georgia Tech, me
Tigers are tlie current favorite
to win tlie ACC. Jimbo Fisher's
squadfellro No.17intheAPTop
25, dropping a brutal eight spots.
A Nov. 7 matchup against tlie
Seminoles will carry significant

weight concerning Clemsons
conference and national title
hopes. However, tlie Tigers
playoff aspirations would be all
but eliminated were tliey to lose
to the 'Noles, who are no longer
undefeated. With a clicking
offense behind quarterback
Deshaun Watson and an
elite
defense
anchored
by a vicious defensive line, the
Tigers are playing tlieir best
football ofthe year.
The
No.
3
Tigers
now turn tlieir attention
towards a week-nine matchup
at NC State, who has
suffered losses to Louisville
and Virginia Tech. With a win,
Clemson will find it difficult to
advance in the AP poll as born
Ohio State and Baylor do not
play this week. All eyes will be on
Raleigh, Norm Carolina, as
Head Coach Dabo Swinney's
crew is tlie highest-ranked team
playing this weekend. Go Tigers!
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Clemson Weight Club Vice President, Jeremiah Aid.ford, competes in the Miami Surge event earlier this year. The Club is now located in the Boxing Club gym.
Grayson Truslow
Contributor
Embarking
on
the
journey of physical fitness
can be daunting. One
walk through a campus
gym
can
leave
one
dumbfounded and frankly
overwhelmed
at
the
seemingly endless rows
of
machines,
varying
weights and every fitness
thingamajig under the sun.
A few dozen Clemson
students
find
solace,
however, 1n a renovated
warehouse just a few miles
from their former home
under
Fike.
Clemson's
Weight Club lost its location
of more than three decades
when it was evicted from its
underground lair known as
"The Dungeon" in 2013.

+

Allison Daniel
Sports Editor
In a year full of Clemson
athletic success, the men's
soccer team has impressed all
season long.
With one regular season
matchup left at NC State on
Oct. 30, the Tigers are looking
at finishing first or second
in the Atlantic division.
Clemson is 13-1-2 and 5-1-1
in the ACC. Their only loss
came from a 1-0 defeat at
No. 2 Notre Dame back on
Sept. 12.
The team has continued
to improve with each game
played and have steadily
climbed in the polls all season.
Luckily for the Tigers, they are
in top form as they close out the
regular season.
The team has been
effective on both sides of the
ball, dominating most teams
offensively and defensively.
Clemson's offense has a shot
percentage of . 140 (36 of
258) and averages 2.25 goals

Since then, the members
of the Weight Club, along
with The Dungeon itself,
have remerged stronger
(pun intended) than ever.
We caught up with
The Weight Club's VP
Jeremiah Alford to get more
information on how the
club has come along in the
two years since the club's
last Tiger spotlight.

JEREMIAH ALFORD:

First
and
foremost
thanks
for your time today; the
school year can be hectic.
Speaking of being busy,
you
wear
many
hats on top of being a full
time student and club vice
president. Tell us a little
about yourself and what
you bring to the world
of fitness.

The
pleasure 1s all
mine,
and I am excited to talk
with you about the great
opportunmes
happening
on Clemson's campus.
I am a full-time
biological science major
and Vice President of
the
Clemson
Weight
Club. Fitness-wise I am
a nationally competitive
weightlifter,
Certified
Personal Trainer through
the National Academy of
Sports Medicine, Certified
Insanity Group Fitness
Instructor, Certified Level
1
USA
Weightlifting
Coach and I have a Special
Strength Certificate from
Westside Barbell.
I also currently am
traveling and giving fitness
and nutrition presentations

per game.
Their opponents, luckily,
have not fared as well against
a prominent Tiger defense.
They have a shot percentage
.065. Keeper Andrew Tarbell
has also had seven shutouts
this season.
It isn't like the Tigers
have had an easy schedule
either, they have played seven
ranked teams throughout the
course of the season.
With the improvement
on both sides of the ball
and their impressive list of
wins, the Tigers have almost
certainly locked up a spot in
the ACC Tournament for a
chance to defend their title
as ACC Champion from
last season.
Clemson fans have a lot
to be excited about with the
ACC tournament starting
next month. The Tigers
are in a good position to win
the
conference
and
then
advance
to
the
NCAA
tournament
later
in
November
in
Kansas City and make history.

Clemson men's soccer team celebrates a win at Historic Riggs Field. The Tigers are undefeated at home this season.

GRAYSON TRUSLOW:

to college organizations in
South Carolina through
my business WhyFitness.

GT: The last time we (The
Tiger) heard from you in
2013, the Weight Club
was in the process of
losing its home of more
than 30 years. Since then,
you have been rebuilding
and growing. Tell us
about where the duh
is today.
JA:

Yes, the Weightlifring
Club has found a new home
in the Clemson Boxing
Club gym (362 Chapman
Hill Rd, Central, SC) and
we are thriving more than
ever. Having to relocate
from Fike was very tough,
but through the help of the
dedicated members of our

organization, we have been
able to move ;nd update
most of our equipment and
grow in size from where we
first were.
Now we are home to
50+ members and athletes
ranging from beginners
new to fitness and weight
training all the way to state
and nationally-competitive
athletes.

GT:

Are there any events,
seminars or competitions
in the works that students
can get involved in?

JA:

Amongst our members
we also have certified
coaches, and we are in
the process of planning
seminars on a multitude of
fitness-related topics.
These seminars are

expected to be in place for
the spring semester (just
in time for spring break
and summer). Also if you
are looking to compete i_n
any barbell sport such as
crossfit, weightlifting or
powerlifting, we are the
best resource to showing
you how .and what you
need to compete.

GT:

How can interested
students, faculty, etc.
become a member of the
Clemson Weight Club?

JA:

Anyone interested m
joining the Weight Club,
you can message us through
our Facebook page: "The
DungeonClemson
Weight Club" or you can
email me at J calfor@g.
clemson.edu.
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Interview by Saavon Smalls andJames Kzdd, TimeOut Editors //Photo contributed by Elijah Jean
Welcome to another installment of Behind the Mic! This week, we sat down with Elijah, Gage, Joey, Evan and
Jessie, members of The Lucky Strange. Having known each other since they were children, the five are frequent
performers in the bar scene in Clemson, as well as at Yesterdaze record store in Seneca. Read on for their great message
about supporting local bands, their opinions on the new "Star Wars" movie and more!
TIMEOUT:

How did the five of you form
your group?

ELIJAH:

Probably a long time ago in high
school, maybe even further back when we
were kids for some of us. We all grew up being
a little crazy, going out there and enjoying life
and not taking school too seriously. Gage is
probably the last person to join the band.

GAGE: Yeah,

I was the little cousin of Jessie,
the drummer [laughs]. Elijah and Joey had
needed a guitarist for a while, and since
my dad and Jessie's were in a band before
and I knew how to play, I guess I was the
easiest choice.

ELIJAH:

We all probably started around four
or five years ago, then slowed down for a bit
when stuff got in the way. Then, about six
months ago, we added Gage to the band, and
we decided to kick it into high gear again.

TO: How did your first performance go?
GAGE:

[Laughs] Subpar.

come, sometimes we even see parents come in
with their babies and kids [laughs]. While it
is a little more difficult, since we don't want
to swear a whole lot in front of them, which
is a shame, because one of my favorite songs
to do has a lot of cuss words, but I've learned
to make do [Laughs]. Just seeing people enjoy
our music is .more than enough for me.

TO:

Going off that last bit, what are your
favorite songs to perform, whether it be an
original song or a cover?

GAGE: Man, I don't even know ... I guess mine
would be an original one that we wrote, "Road
Like a Wave," something that we usually do
towards the end of our shows. No matter how
many times we play it, it never ceases to not
make me really pumped up. I could break one
of my guitars to that song. [Laughs]

JOEY:

I would go with another original one,
"I Don't Care," as mine. It's one of our more
recent songs, so I don't even think we have a
recording of it yet.

EVAN:

Mine is "This Good." It has a nice
groovy sound to it that gets to me.

JOEY:

It was alright, I guess. I think it was at
Beer Belly's [in Anderson], right?

GAGE: It was alright for you guys, then. Since I
had just started, I had no idea how to play any
of the songs. I ended up dancing around with
my guitar for a bit. [Laughs]

ELIJAH:

I remember that! [Laughs] He just
stood awkwardly in the corner for most of the
time looking terrified and trying to keep up. I
would say that we pulled it out, though; we at
least sounded decent. Over the next couple of
shows we improved a whole lot and began to
gel more as a group. We've also started making
new songs with the entire group together,
which lets everyone have a say in matters and
a decent part to play. It's been good.

TO: Have you had a particular performance or

ELIJAH: I'd go with

"Road Like a Wave" too.
While there isn't a whole lot going on with it
lyrically, there is just such a pumped up riff
going on in the background that leaves the
audience off on a really high note. We know
it so well too, so we don't even have to focus
on playing the song itself, and we have a blast
with it.

TO:

How does everyone work around with
each other's schedules with classes and jobs?
Have there been any issues with that?

GAGE: Definitely! A lot of shows end up being
our practices [laughs]. We've had a lot of
weeks before where we play one show, then
one the next day, and then the day after that,
so by that point if you still can't play a song,
then you just can't play it.
JOEY: We TRY

Well, we REALLY like playing at
Yesterdaze a lot; it's always a great spot to
play. We always pack the store out and have a
great time.

ELIJAH: In case you didn't know, Yesterdaze is a
vinyl store in Seneca that's decently new to the
area. We have a lot of younger followers that
aren't 21 yet, so while the bar scene is fun, we
end up cutting out a good bit of our fan base.
Yesterdaze is that median where everyone can

to practice on Mondays and
Sundays, but it never really works out that
way! [Laughs]

ELIJAH: Exactly. You also have all five of us
with jobs, and with two of us going to school
on top of that; so with all that, it almost
becomes impossible · to come all together
and practice on a regular basis. When we do,
though, we don't just run through the songs,
because that just takes the fun out of it we basically just jam out for a good bit and

GAGE: I am SO hyped! If we were at a table, I
would be shaking it with how hyped I am for
it. [Laughs]

GAGE: The jamming does help every now and
again though! Sometimes Elijah gets really
winded after singing for so long, so he'll run
offstage for a bit and we will just play whatever
while we wait for him.

ELIJAH:

JOEY: As you can see, Gage and Jessie are our
residential "Star Wars" fans. [Laughs] I'm
excited and a little worried at the same time,
as I am not exactly sure that J .J. can bring
back the magic of the originals yet.

It's also pretty nice for our audience
too, as no show is exactly the same, and
even if they come by the next day, they'll see
something different and not just a replay.

GAGE: Fair point! I'm kinda cautious too, as I
saw "Jurassic World" and felt a little let down
there. Either way, I expect to see a good movie.

TO:

JOEY: Now hold on, I went and saw that twice,

Has there been any other problems that
the five of you had to solve or get around?

ELIJAH:

Not beating each other up, for one.
[Laughs] You just gotta think: five dudes that
have known each other since we were kids.

GAGE:

We're more like an old couple than
anything. [Laughs] We always argue about
stuff: loading the gear into the trailer, what
song to play, when to play it, just about
anything and everything!

ELIJAH: That's one of the big things

show that everyone loved or really enjoyed?

GAGE:

stretch out musically. We never get a whole lot
accomplished. [Laughs]

of being
in a band, everyone has to get along. We
all love each other to death, but we always
disagree on things sometimes. However, we
all have to come to terms and come together
in the end because we are a band. There are
no individual issues, only group ones, and we
all have to help out each other to get past it all
because at the end of the day, we have a show
to play. It doesn't matter what happens, we all
have to stick together.

TO: I know that Gage mentioned that his dad
was in a band before, which led to him going
into music, but was anyone else born into it,
or was it something that came up recently?

JOEY: Well,

we were basically a group before
the music even came into it. I remember when
I met everyone about thirteen years ago, they
got me to start playing bass for them and it
has really just continued from that.

ELIJAH: Joey,

Jessie, Gage and Evan already
knew each other for the longest time before I
met them during middle school. Despite that,
music had always been around for a while for
me, but it wasn't until recently that I took
advantage of it.

TO: So,

the new "Star Wars" trailer came out
earlier this week. Are all of you hyped for the
film, or more cautious?

y

and I loved every minute of it, so you're wrong
there. [Laughs]

GAGE: Woah now, I didn't say that it was bad!
I still really enjoyed it, I just expected a little
more after all this time.

ELIJAH: [Laughs] Now you see what we meant
about all the arguing!

TO:

What can we expect from The Lucky
Strange in the near future?

GAGE:

More performances, more cool stuff,
more energy. We also have a show this Friday,
October 30, at Yesterdaze. Definitely more
shows in Clemson, too, as everyone here
is great.

JOEY: We

actually had a few new recordings
in the works, but we're still waiting to hear
back on those. You can probably expect those
pretty soon, though!

ELIJAH: We

finally got a new PA and trailer
too, so hopefully we can do some more out
of-state stuff too in the future.

TO: Finally, if you could say anything to the
Clemson community, what would it be?
GAGE: SUPPORT LOCAL MUSIC.
JOEY: I would have to second that, with a big
"What the heck is wrong with everyone?" in
front of it. [Laughs]

GAGE: Exactly! There are lots ofpeople kicking
ass out there, and everybody is sleeping on
it. Just give people a chance. I went out to
Bonnaroo this year and I found so many
artists that I never would have listened to
that I ended up loving because I just happened
to be nearby. Even if you don't like it, you
can just walk out the bar and go on with your
life, but go our on a limb every once and a
while, and you might be surprised with what
you'll find.

I . _I
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BEASTS OF NO SILVERSCREEN

TFLIX
A NETFLIX ORIGINAL FILM
WRITTEN FOR THE !JCREEN AND OIRECTED BY

Cody Smoldt

CARYJOJIFUKUNAGA

Contributor
Following the success of
their original series such as
"House of Cards," "Orange
Is the New Black" and the
excellent
new "Narcos,"
Netflix finally got ahold of
its first non-documentary
feature length film, the Cary
Fukunaga directed "Beasts of
No Nation." Released globally
on the streaming giant and
in select theaters, the movie
was marketed as a limited
release by Bleecker Street on
Oct. 16.
The film was boycotted
by the four major theaters
after Netflix bought the
worldwide distribution rights
for $ 12 million, but after a
successful run at rhe Venice

and Toronto film festivals,
"Beasts" has a chance to
crash next year's Academy
Awards, particularly Idris
Elba's performance as the
frightening unnamed rebel
leader of the National
Defense Force (NDF) who
they call The Commandant.
Shot in Ghana and
based on the 2005 Uzodinma
Iweala novel of the same
name, the film tells the
story of a young boy named
Agu (played by outstanding
Abraham Attah making his
feature film debut) whose
village is overrun by a civil
war between the military and
various rebel groups. His
father is a local leader and
manages to buy safe passage
to the capital for his wife and
two youngest children, but he

is forced to stay behind with
Agu and Agu's older brother.
Soldiers round up many of
the remaining villagers and
execute them thinking they
are aligned with the rebels.
Agu is able to escape
into the jungle, but both
his brother and his father
are killed . While wandering
in the jungle, Agu stumbles
upon the NDF and The
Commandant, who takes him
in and after a horrific and
bloody initiation, welcomes
Agu as a member of their
battalion. Agu and the rest
of the rebels are forced to
commit numerous atrocities
under the leadership of The
Commandant,
with
the
young boy soon forgetting
what life was like before the
war. He no longer considers

himself as a child and instead
sees himself as some sort
of beast. He finds no joy
in killing, praying to God
for forgiveness.
Fukunaga's film is a
dark, uncompromising look
at the horrors of war and the
life of a child solider. His
camera lingers on the killings
and the looting with a flair
that will be familiar to fans of
his work on True Detective
and his screenplay is tight
and effective, especially the
narration by Agu throughout.
"Beasts" is a huge win
for Netflix and if it can
manage some nominations
or maybe even a win
during the coming awards
season it could change the
way we view films forever. I
loved it.

Visit this link:
http:/ /goo.gl/forms/BwJOuzi9~
Elections are next week in The Tiger Media Lounge (thirdfloo:r Hendrix).
Em.ail editor.thetigernews@gniail.com, if you have any questi.ons.

Pasatieni.pos
Across
1- Tears;
6- Actor Morales;
10- Nick and Nora's pooch;
14- Without
in the
world;
15- Falls behind;
16- Rich soil;
17- Moan;
18- Pampering places;
19- Annika Sorenstam's org.;
20- Composer Mahler;
22- Counterfeit;
24- _tactoe;
26- Diners;
27- Distribute the wrong
cards;
31- Night spot;
32- World book;
33- Viscounts' superiors;
36- Digit of the foot;
39- Cross;
40- CaliforniaNevada lake;
41- NYC cultural center;
42- Plant;
43- Capital of Yemen;
44- Less common or less
cooked;
45- Cambridge sch.;
46- Benumbs;
48- Begins;
51- Heavens;
52- Water bottles;
54- Gentle slope;
59- Immensely;
60- _ N ui (Easter Island);
62- Eat into;
63- Nerve network;
64- Guitarist Clapton;
65- Scatter;
66- From the U.S.;
67- Depression in a surface;
68-Attack;

Down
1- Sturdy wool fiber;
2- Creamybeige color;

HOROSCOPES: Adele

~ Jan.
AQUARIUS
20 - Feb.19

Rumor has it that you'll win a

► Dell.

I

CROSSWORD

,,

12

13

,:,,PISCES

:
►
· Feb. 20 - March 20

•

ARIES

March 21 - April 20 ►

It might be a bad wee, but the sky
will not fall.

,tiaEMINI
May 21 -June 21 ►

Say hello to a stranger and make a
new friend!
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CANCER
June 22 - July 22

►

LEO

►

A
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l ""66_ _ _ _ _ _
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&~-~-~-~-27- Roman god of war;
28- Langston Hughes poem;
29- Gradual;
30- Pop;
34- Gotcha!;
35- Highways, e.g.;
36- Shredded;
37- Sign of things to come;
38- Hearing organs;
40- Ragged;
41 - Deranged;
43- Male parent;
44- Unlit;
45- Something that occupies

3- Greek temple;
4- Darn!;
5- Governing bodies;
6- Golfer Ernie;
7- Dupes;
8- Wide open;
9- Litigable;
10- Joined by treaty;
11- Lethargy;
12- Spanish river;
13- Latin 101 word;
21- By way of;
23- Numbered rds.;
25- Unsoiled;

space;
47- Heart chart, for short;
48- "The Crucible" setting;
49- Govt. security;
50- Entrap;
52- Irene of "Fame";
53- Whirl;
55- Commedia dell'_;
56- Bud of "Harold and
Maude";
57- Prefix with logical;
58- In stitches;
61- Perform in a play;

~

'\.. July 23 -Aug. 23

~ ~Rao

Aug. 24 - Sept. 22 ►

~LrBRA
Sept. 23 - Oct. 23 ►

w
"
..~
_,...,, .
__,
!~"'

Oct. 24 - Nov. 21

~)

SAGITrARIUS

SCORPIO

.. _1~:;;~
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SUDQKU Skill Level: ♦♦♦ ◊◊◊
2

7

5

2
8

3 8

Nov. 22 - Dec. 21

~

CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 - Jan. 19

Heartbreak can ddinitlely give you a
deeper sensitivity for writing songs,
but maybe you should just stick to
wearing sweatpants.

You're great, but maybe you
shouldn't date someone like you.

People may hate you, but keep on
being a diva!

You've never been more normal
than you are now, for better or
for worse.

►

Ir's so typical to talk about
yourself: don't be sorry about it.

►

Cut down on the trash talking or
you'll get a vocal cord hemorrhage.

►

To increase your popularity, buy
a flip-phone.

Horoscopes by James Kidd and Justin Lee Campbell

1

9

Looking nice is great, but always
put comfort over fashion.

-~~TAURUS
• }
April 21 -May 20 ►
,.
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You'll be rolling in the deep with
your new wheels.
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